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Abstract

This study covers recent developments in automatic text processing, including syntactic, semantic, and statistical language analysis methods. The emphasis is on applications in the areas of machine translation, information retrieval, and question answering. Recent on-line text processing methods, using man-machine interaction are covered in some detail, as are certain simple, syntactic analysis methods incorporated into a number of experimental information retrieval systems. An evaluation is made of the syntactic analysis methods, and their importance in a retrieval environment is discussed.

1. Introduction

The present study on automated language processing is a somewhat subjective view of the field designed to reflect the state of the art as of the end of the calendar year 1967. It is subjective because a choice had to be made about what should be covered, and an orientation had to be given to the material actually discussed. Since an excellent recent survey already exists covering the more theoretical aspects of language processing [1], a decision was made to devote this particular study to the more practical aspects, and to emphasize language processing applications in the areas of information retrieval, library and information center processing, text analysis, and translation work.
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Even in this more restricted framework, not all topics are given equal treatment. In particular, some of the problems dealing with the theory and practice of semantic analysis, and their application to the design of question-answering systems are covered more briefly than may be warranted, in part because these questions have been discussed before [1], and in part because the amount of solid, new material in these areas is small.

Instead, some of the recent language processing work using on-line consoles, and man-machine interaction is stressed, including in particular interactive systems using mechanized dictionaries and thesauruses, and on-line grammars. Certain practical applications using automatic syntactic analysis procedures are also described in some detail, and an effort is made to assess the effectiveness of these analysis programs.

A number of textbooks and conference reports have appeared within the recent past which may serve for additional reading, and as an introduction to some of the more specialized language processing applications. Bowles [2] covers language processing work in the humanities and social sciences, and Gerbner and Stone [3,4] emphasize more particularly the content analysis aspects inherent in the text inference systems used in the social sciences, where an attempt is made to answer some hypothesis about the content of a text by using, for this purpose, statistical and other language processing methods.

The text by Hays on "computational linguistics" is written largely for linguists who are interested in computer processing. As such, it includes a large number of sample computer programs, and also an introduction to the various syntactic analysis methods now in use. Several books cover language processing with emphasis on applications to automatic
documentation. The long awaited text by Borko [6] contains state-of-the-art reports in automatic indexing, automatic extracting and abstracting, and a chapter on question-answering by Simmons, previously published in the journal literature, while Kochen [7] again prints the same Simmons report, as well as chapters dealing with the library of the future. The book by Meadow [8] is only marginally concerned with language processing, since it is written for computer programmers interested in obtaining an introduction to the conventional problems in information retrieval. Finally, the book edited by Schecter [9] contains the proceedings of a well-attended conference in information retrieval, covering a number of interesting language processing projects. Depending on the particular aims and background of the reader, these books may help in a more thorough analysis of the language processing area.

Additional reading matter dealing specifically with the place of language analysis in information retrieval and in the library field is available in survey form [10,11,12], or in the form of citations to the literature in a number of useful bibliographies [13,14,15].

In order properly to put into context the language processing work described in this report, it is useful to be aware of the social and political implications of some of the activities in this area. Indeed, a great deal of organizational work has been devoted in recent years, to the establishment of mechanized information networks, designed to make available to a large user population the combined resources of all components of the network. Thus, design projects exist for library and information networks connecting university facilities [16], for national
information networks [17], and for large information centers in certain subject areas designed to cover the field exhaustively [18,19]. Furthermore, it is still occasionally believed to be expedient to point to the existence of well-developed information facilities abroad in an attempt to obtain support for the establishment of large centers and networks in one's own environment. [20]

For obvious reasons, it is not possible to cover the problems connected with the design of mechanized information facilities in the present context. It is, however, important to remember that large information networks are necessarily based on the storage of data files consisting in many cases of written materials and texts. The mechanized storage and dissemination of such materials are likely to raise difficult problems concerning the preservation of ownership rights of the stored texts, and the protection of the private nature of some of the data. One may anticipate that the legal and social aspects of mechanized language processing may take on much greater importance in the near future than they do now, and that they in time affect also the technical developments.

2. Syntactic and Semantic Theories of Language

A) Automatic Syntactic Analysis

Much of the work in automated language processing is concerned in one way or another with the content analysis of written texts, that is, the problem of transforming the word strings constituting the texts into a formal framework which expresses the information content unambiguously. Content analysis systems are normally based on the recognition of certain key elements — often words in the natural language chosen from a pre-
constructed list of acceptable items - and on the determination of rules by which these basic elements are combined into larger units. The larger units are of ten word groups with indicators reflecting the relationships between the elements within a group.

Unhappily, while it is relatively easy to isolate individual words in a text, an interpretation of the meaning of the words is much more difficult. Furthermore, no well-defined set of rules is known by which the individual words in the language are combined into meaningful word groups or sentences. Specifically, the correct identification of the meaning of word groups depends at least in part on the proper recognition of syntactic and semantic ambiguities, on the correct interpretation of homographs, on the recognition of semantic equivalences, on the detection of word-word relations, and on a general awareness of the background and environment of a given utterance.

While syntactic analysis procedures cannot be used to solve the complete content identification problem, the syntactic properties of words are important in recognizing certain relationships which exist between words within a sentence, reflected, for example, by noun phrase combinations, prepositional phrases, adverbial phrases, and simple subject-verb-object groupings. It is for this reason that syntactic analysis procedures are normally included in many automatic content analysis systems.

Most automatic syntactic analysis systems are based on construction rules, or grammars, known as phrase structure grammars, in which a sentence in the natural language is regarded as consisting of a set of juxtaposed or nested phrases. A phrase structure grammar is normally defined by a set
of rewrite rules, and the derivation of a given sentence producible by a phrase structure grammar is specified by citing the rewrite rules used in generating it, as well as the order in which the rules are applied. The derivation of a sentence in a given grammar can be represented by a tree called a phrase marker or structural description. A typical phrase marker is shown in Fig. 1 for the sentence "John is easy to please". [21,22]

It may be seen from Fig. 1, that the rewrite rules are used first to expand the symbol "sentence" into a string consisting of the symbol "NP" (noun phrase) followed by the symbol "VP" (verb phrase), or

\[(sentence) = (NP), (VP)\]

Thereafter, the symbol "VP" is expanded further into 'copula' followed by "predicate", or

\[(VP) = (copula), (predicate),\]

and so on, down the tree, until the various intermediate symbols are replaced by the final words of the sentence being constructed. The "phrases" actually recognized in the sample sentence can be marked off by pairs of brackets as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(easy to please)} & : \\
\text{[is (easy to please)]} & \\
\text{(John [is (easy to please)])} & .
\end{align*}
\]

Phrase structure grammars suffer from various well-known dis-advantages which diminish their potential usefulness as part of an automatic content analysis system. In the first place, a large number of different derivations are often produced for a given sentence, and no methods are available for choosing the one correct analysis which may apply in a given instance. Furthermore, some of the resulting analyses, while
grammatically correct, may be semantically unacceptable. Thus, for a sentence such as "they are flying planes", a typical phrase structure grammar may generate three different analyses. The first accepts "flying planes" as a complement of the predicate verb "are", so that "they" refers to "planes". In the second, "they" refers to people, and "flying" is a present participle of the transitive verb. The third analysis is semantically absurd, and reflects the structure of a sentence such as "the facts are smoking kills", which is not semantically absurd; in that case, "flying" is identified as the gerund of a transitive verb which acts as subject of a complement clause, and "planes" is accepted as the complete intransitive verb which acts as the predicate of the subclause. The same three analyses would be obtained for the sentence "the facts are smoking kills" but only the third one would be semantically correct for that sentence. [23]

Another drawback of phrase structure grammars relates to the fact that such a grammar reflects only the surface structure of each sentence which accounts for the phonetic representation, but not necessarily for the semantic interpretation. Thus, in the sample sentence of Fig. 1, "John" is taken as the subject of the verb "is", and "easy to please" is part of a complementing verb phrase. A completely different theory of grammar, known as a transformational grammar has, therefore, been developed in recent years, designed to take into account not only the surface but also the deep structure of a sentence which accounts for the semantic interpretation. [24,25] A sample deep structure for the sentence "John is easy to please" is shown in Fig. 2.
It may be seen that in the deep structure, "John" is correctly identified as the object of the verb "please", and that the subject of that verb is some unspecified person designated as "someone". Furthermore, the subject of "is easy" is not "John", but the noun phrase given on the left-hand side of the tree structure. On the other hand, the fact that "John" is the subject of "is easy" in the surface structure cannot contribute to the proper semantic interpretation of the sentence. A comparison of Figs. 1 and 2 exhibits the limited utility of phrase structure grammars in specifying both syntactic and semantic interpretations.

A transformational grammar consists of two main components, known as base component, and transformational component, respectively. The base component generates for each sentence a set of terminal strings with an associated structural description of the type shown in Fig. 2, and known as generalized phrase markers. The transformational component, on the other hand, maps phrase markers into other phrase markers by a sequence of simple transformations including substitutions, deletions, and adjunctions. For example, the transformational component can be used to turn a declarative sentence into an interrogative one, and more generally to accept as input a generalized phrase-marker and to produce from it a derived phrase marker.

The recognition procedure for a transformational grammar, that is, the process used to construct the generalized phrase marker for each given sentence is much more complex than that for a phrase-structure grammar, largely because the grammar itself is not expressible by simple kinds of rewriting rules. Since a transformational grammar is capable of mapping deep structures into surface structures, most proposed recognition procedures
make use of reverse transformations which start with a derived phrase
marker and attempt to generate from this a generalized phrase-marker.
Specifcally, a phrase structure grammar is used first to generate one or
more derived phrase-markers for each sentence. A reverse transformational
component is then used to generate from the derived phrase-markers a set of
final phrase markers displaying the deep structure. Those deep structures
are then identified as correct semantic interpretations of a given sentence
for which the corresponding generalized phrase-marker can be mapped by the
(forward) transformational grammar into a phrase-marker which is exactly
the same as the derived phrase marker generated by the transformational
grammar. Since little experience is available concerning the operational
performance of transformational components, it is not known how easily
such matching structures are, in fact, obtainable.

The research performed over the last few years in applying syntactic
theories to language processing problems falls into several categories.
Simplified phrase structure grammars have been used extensively in an
attempt to generate by relatively inexpensive means at least some of the
major phrase groupings. This work is further described in section 4.
More refined syntactic methods using transformational grammars have also
been initiated. However, since transformational grammars are more difficult
to implement, efforts have been concerned either with the abstract char-
acterization of tree transformations [26], or else with the design of
semi-automatic analysis systems, in which the user is given a chance to
speed up the analysis by making appropriate suggestions during the course
of the analysis [27]. These semi-automatic efforts are further outlined
in section 3.
B) Automatic Semantic Analysis

It is clear from what has already been said, that no known automatic syntactic analysis method is available for generating a unique semantic interpretation for each given well-formed English sentence. At best, certain word groupings (phrases) can be isolated within the boundaries of individual sentences, but the relationship between phrase components, and between individual phrases remains largely unknown. For practical purposes, it is, in fact, necessary to rely on phrase-structure grammars for the analysis of natural language input, rather than on the more refined transformational grammars since the latter are still undefined in part and expensive to implement. Under the circumstances, many analyses are produced for each sentence, some of which may be semantically absurd.

Even if it were assumed that absurd analyses could somehow be discarded, and that (transformational) grammars were implemented which would assign the same analysis to many derived structures (such as "John is easy to please", and "it is easy for someone to please John"), there would still exist no solution to the problem of choosing the appropriate meaning for words which can normally carry many different meanings (even within the same contexts). Thus, in the sentence "they are flying planes", it is not possible to tell by any known formal analysis procedure whether any given occurrence of "they" refers to planes or to people.

Several models of semantic analysis have been proposed, based on a dictionary of entries furnished with appropriate semantic markers, and on a transformational grammar for the recognition of syntactic structure. However, no model so far proposed appears to be fully adequate for the task at hand. Simmons and Burner list the following five components of an ideal natural language processor [29]:
a) a syntactic analyzer used to identify structural relationships;

b) a semantic analysis to transform the syntactic output into unambiguous entities in some formal language;

c) a logical (cognitive) structure of objects and relations that represent the meanings of the entities as perceived by humans (normally specified by a semantic dictionary);

d) an inference procedure for the recognition of distinct syntactic structures with equivalent meanings; and

e) a syntactic-semantic generation system for producing English statements from certain given formal structures.

Since it is convenient not to deal with the full magnitude of the semantic analysis problem all at once, most of the more theoretical work in semantics is, in fact, restricted to only one or another of these tasks. Thus, some effort is devoted to the construction of semantic dictionaries incorporating appropriate definitions useful in a semantic characterization of each entry [29,30,31]. The problem of word disambiguation is also considered by a number of authors who try to use contextual rules in order to uniquely determine the particular meaning of each occurrence of a text element [32,33,34]. Finally, some attention is given to a characterization of discourse structure where a complete text is analyzed as an entity, rather than on a sentence-by-sentence basis, and the various linking devices used in the language are identified, as well as the referents to other parts of the text [35,36].
Many researchers argue that, in light of the difficulties which emerge in any serious attempt at a complete automatic language analysis, the emphasis should be placed on the manual simulation of perfect analysis systems, or, alternatively, on the use of imperfect, partly manual systems, designed to solve some interesting, practical language analysis problem in a restricted environment. The latter approach is the one generally taken by people interested in the so-called question-answering problem, where automatic, or semi-automatic methods are used to answer questions submitted by a user population.

A number of models exist for question-answering, including some developed within the last year or two [37,38,39]. A simplified diagram of the model by Woods [37] is reproduced in Fig. 3. It may be seen that the system consists of three parts, including a syntactic analyzer which generates the (deep) structure of an input query, a semantic interpreter used to obtain the meaning of the query in terms of certain formal entities specified by a stored data base, and finally, a retriever which matches the semantic structures resulting from the semantic interpretation of the query with the structures recognized in the data base, and constructs, or computes, suitable answers.

The stored data base in the model by Woods consists of objects, as well as functions which map sets of objects into other objects, relations which replace some of the verbs and prepositional modifiers in the natural language, and prepositions which are instances of particular relations between objects. The semantic interpretation is then effectively a translation of the syntactic structure of a sentence into an expression in the
formal query language representing the meaning of the sentence in terms of predicates, functions, and commands understood by the system. The meaning of each predicate, function, or command is defined by a programmed subroutine that generates the truth value of the given predicates, or computes the functional values for the arguments which may be present in the given expression.

It should be noted that the various parts of the semantic language processor previously outlined by Simmons are all present in the question-answering model under discussion, although the restricted nature of the database—limited to objects, functions, and relations dealing with airline time tables—renders a sophisticated inference procedure for the recognition of equivalent semantic structures unnecessary. Similarly, the process of constructing answers to queries is also simplified because of the special environment within which the system operates.

In the system by Woods, the semantic interpretation is specified by a set of replacement rules, similar in spirit to the rewrite rules used in a phrase structure grammar. Specifically, for each given input pattern, represented by fragments of deep phrase structure diagrams with specific entities attached to the bottom (terminal) nodes of the tree fragments, a certain action is called for to specify the meaning of the input pattern.

Thus, if the input statement is "AA-57 flies from Boston to Chicago" as shown in Fig. 4(c), and the structure of the various phrases is specified respectively by tree fragment G1 for "AA-57 flies", and tree fragment G3 for both "from Boston", and "to Chicago", then the semantic rule reproduced in Fig. 4(a) replaces the input by the formal statement
CONNECT (AA-57, Boston, Chicago).

The predicate "CONNECT" takes three arguments and is defined in the system by an appropriate subroutine which determines its truth or falsity for any three given arguments. The system can answer yes/no questions, as well as a variety of other requests for which an answer can normally be looked up in an Official Airline Guide [40].

The input statements are thus transformed into sets of nested functions, each of which must be evaluated by reference to the data base before an answer can be generated. For example, a query such as "how many flights go from Boston to Chicago" is transformed by the syntactic analyzer and semantic interpreter into the formal statement

LIST(NUMBER(XI/FLIGHT: CONNECT (XI, Boston, Chicago))).

that is, list the number of XI's, such that XI is a flight, and the CONNECT predicate is true.

The question answerer by Woods is typical of the more advanced work in this area, and demonstrates the complexity of the rules and size of the grammar actually needed to handle queries in a restricted environment. Whether such systems can be extended to other data bases and to different environments remains to be seen. One might anticipate that the predicate set, as well as the set of functions and relations would have to become very large, and that the semantic rules might start to contradict each other, or might no longer be applicable unambiguously. In any case, much additional work along these lines will be required over the next few years before the full potential of experimental systems of this type becomes known.
Whereas Woods[37] and Kuroda [41] generate nested function calls as output of the semantic interpreter, other workers transform the English input into standard language "kernels" [42,43], or alternatively, they operate directly with the deep structures resulting from the transformational syntactic analysis [44]. A large number of researchers also use ad hoc contextual rules to resolve ambiguities during the semantic analysis [33,45], or else they unashamedly use a simplified input language which is unambiguous to begin with, thus avoiding the complicated and time consuming analysis procedures previously outlined.

A number of workers dealing with document retrieval systems, instead of question answering, believe that a complete semantic interpretation of each input text and search request is necessary in that case also, if the system is to operate effectively [49,50]. Others, however, maintain that a unique interpretation of texts is not wanted in document retrieval [50]. An attempt is made to resolve these questions in section 4, when text processing applications are covered in more detail.

3. On-Line Text Processing

A) General Linguistic Analysis

Probably the most noticeable development in language processing over the last few years is the increasing tendency to use on-line, machine-aided techniques instead of completely automatic methods for linguistic analysis. Specifically, a research worker introduces programs and data by sitting at a slow-speed computer terminal - typically a computer controlled typewriter unit. Such a terminal then permits the user directly to monitor the progress
of the operations, and to help in the analysis by choosing appropriate
alternatives for multiple analyses, or by rejecting erroneous steps.

The trend toward semi-automatic methods is the result of the
development of time-shared computer organizations, which permit a multi-
plicity of users to share computing facilities on a cooperative basis,
and also of the realization that many language analysis tasks are not about
to be solved satisfactorily by fully-automatic means. The well-known
ALPAC report [51], which suggests that fully-automatic machine translation
should not be regarded as a realistic goal for the immediate future, may
have provided an additional incentive for the move to on-line, interactive
processing.

A great deal of work has thus been devoted to the generation and
manipulation of mechanized dictionaries and thesauruses, and to language
analysis methods using on-line grammars. These efforts are described in
the next two subsections. In addition, a large variety of linguistic
manipulations are also being done semi-automatically with appropriate user
interaction, including, for example, the well-known text editing application
[52,53]. Sutherland [54] is using a light pen pointing device attached
to an input-output display system to introduce into the computer complex
linguistic commands. In the same spirit, an on-line console is being used
as a transcription device for the introductions into a computer of Chinese
characters [55]. Specifically, a cathode ray tube display serves first
for the generation and storage of the various characters and radicals.
Thereafter, Chinese text can be introduced without special encoding by
having an operator point to the appropriate character wanted at any given
time, assuming, of course, that the character set is properly displayed.
In such a system, the operator is instrumental in speeding up the search for the character needed at each moment. Such a semi-automatic text input system can be attached to a mechanized text manipulation or translation system which later furnishes output in the appropriate form.

On-line consoles may also be used experimentally for linguistic field work to determine the characteristics of some unknown target language under study [56]. Specifically, queries are transmitted (in English) to a bilingual informant sitting at a console; the informant then responds by giving appropriate responses (in English) about his language; the system then makes inferences about the target language and formulates further queries which are again transmitted to the informant. It is hoped that such a system may eventually be sufficiently powerful to be used in constructing morphological or syntactic rules for unknown languages.

Display systems are also used for more general file processing tasks in a tutorial mode by using the system to display a variety of options which may be available at any given time, and letting the user respond appropriately in each case, thus initiating further processing leading to additional options submitted to the user [57, 58, 59].

Work is also proceeding in the automatic generation of correct English output responses supplied by the computer in answer to appropriate input stimuli received from a user sitting at a console [60]. This work is intended eventually to permit smooth interaction with computers, using relatively free English input.

B) Automatic Thesaurus Processing

Stored dictionaries and tables have been used for years in order to obtain functional correspondents for included dictionary items, for example,
a translation into a foreign language of each stored word, or a storage address for the record corresponding to a given input key. The large variety of new applications using dictionary operations, and the use of interactive methods to control the display of appropriately chosen dictionary excerpts is, however, relatively new.

In a well documented study, Galli and Yamada [61] explain how an English-English dictionary is used to classify English words into one of seven morphological groups; the classification serves as part of an automatic program for vocabulary control, and includes features for hyphenation, correction of spelling errors, and proofreading. Mechanized special purpose dictionaries of various kinds are used for vocabulary control also in many other technical fields [62].

A mechanized dictionary also forms the basis of a study which may eventually lead to a complete morphological and semantic analysis of the language [63]. Specifically, a complete issue of Webster's English dictionary is key punched, and is used for the systematic generation of English word stems, and for a characterization of the minimal set of semantic primitives which are needed to describe the semantic component of the language. It is hoped, in particular, that a much smaller set than the 150,000 different word senses now used by Webster to characterize the English language may prove adequate.

Mechanized multi-lingual dictionaries are also used as components in semi-automatic machine translation systems [64,65] in such a way that various dictionary entries are displayed during the translation activities, while leaving it up to the user to guide the system by making appropriate choices at critical points - for example, by resolving ambiguities. It is hoped in this fashion to produce a translation which is sufficiently accurat
to require no post editing. Margaret Masterman discusses the potential of such a computer-aided translation, and points out that a mechanized dictionary, even when used semi-automatically will likely lead to errors because of the tendency to look up one word at a time, and thus, to translate on a word-by-word basis instead of globally [65].

Considerable effort has also gone into studies dealing with the automatic construction of dictionaries [66,67]. Such work is designed to overcome the time lag normally inherent in any manual dictionary construction. It would be nice to be able to report that fully-automatic dictionary generation can be expected soon for most applications. Unfortunately, this is not likely to be the case for some time to come, and reliance must, for the most part, still be placed on a variety of manually prepared dictionaries [68,69,70].

C) On-Line Grammar Processing

An increasing amount of work is being done with syntactic systems used in an interactive mode. Typically, a grammar is first tested in a tutorial mode by displaying the rules one at a time, and demonstrating their application to the derivation of surface and/or deep structures for various input sentences. The user is then permitted to amend or reject certain rules under certain circumstances, thereby refining the grammar as the work proceeds.

In recent times, most efforts of this type have been based on transformational grammars whose structure is not known as well as the more familiar phrase structure grammars. The user interaction is then designed to let the user follow the derivational history of each sentence, and to test the applicability of each rule in a step-by-step fashion [71,72,73,74]
Once the grammar is sufficiently tested, it can then be applied to
certain language processing tasks — normally the generation of deep structures,
or language kernels, to be used later in a question-answering or data re-
trieval system [75,76,77].

In the present state of research, consisting mostly of relatively
small-scale attempts to use on-line grammars for restricted purposes, it is
difficult to say whether the on-line mode really produces the kind of environ-
ment which may eventually result in a substantial simplification of the
language analysis process. Much work remains to be done before such questions
can be answered with assurance; in the meantime, one may look forward to
additional experiments in the construction and testing of increasingly more
powerful grammars using on-line devices.

4. Syntactic Processing for Document Retrieval

A number of research efforts were covered in previous sections
whose aim is the complete semantic analysis of a given input text, including
the resolution of all applicable ambiguities. While such efforts are, of
course fully justifiable, both from a theoretical and from a practical
viewpoint, there exists also an alternative approach which consists in using
a simplified type of analysis designed to extract as much knowledge from
a text as could be obtained rapidly and inexpensively. No attempt is then
made at complete disambiguation; instead, the attitude is to make do with
what is easily at hand, and to see how far one gets in actually applying
such techniques to operating text processing — chiefly retrieval — systems.
Syntactic procedures of this type are covered in the present section, while
statistical processes are examined in section 5.
Typical of the kind of effort under discussion is a syntactic analysis system used by Hillman and his group (78,79,80), in order to generate noun phrases used for document and query identification. The process is based on a small, easily constructible dictionary, containing only a restricted set of special function words such as prepositions, conjunctions, auxiliary verbs, and some suffixes. Each text word is looked up in this dictionary, and items actually found are assigned their appropriate part of speech. Other items not included in the dictionary are marked as unknown. A computer program is then used to determine the syntactic markers of all unknown items by analyzing the pattern of the surrounding function words. After syntactic markers have been assigned to all text items, a series of reduction steps is used to identify noun phrases, verb phrases, and prepositional phrases; these intermediate phrases are then used in turn to specify the principal noun phrases and their qualifiers which serve for purposes of phrase identification.

An example of such an analysis is shown in Fig. 5, for a document abstract in the area of documentation. Each text item is followed by the syntactic marker assigned during the analysis, and the noun phrases are identified by pairs of NP markers (the brackets have been added for convenience in reading, and are not part of the normal output). It may be seen from the output of Fig. 5 that quite a few of the noun phrases are identified correctly. Others, such as "each specialized center" are not recognized, because the adjective "specialized" is mistakenly identified as a past participle; furthermore, "through" in the last sentence of the text is recognized as a noun. In many cases, such a simplified analysis will also be unable to recognize the main verb accurately, and sentences with subordinate clauses are often badly analyzed since the analysis scheme assumes
that such sentences are always made up of a complete main clause followed by the complete subordinate clause.

Simplified syntactic analysis methods based mainly on the presence or absence of function words have previously been used for a variety of purposes [81,82,83]. They are attractive because of the relatively small apparatus needed in their operation. For information retrieval purposes, such methods are likely to be deficient, because a document identification consisting of complete syntactic phrases instead of simpler content identifiers such as single terms, may represent an over-specification of the content which may result in a deficient recall performance (that is, some documents not identified by the chosen phrases may not be retrievable even though pertinent). In addition, the generation of false phrases may also depress precision by helping to retrieve items which are, in fact, not wanted.

Hillman expects to overcome these problems by using an interactive system which supplies new related phrases to be used as part of the search specification, in addition to the phrases originally chosen by the user in his query specification. In fact, all phrases present in the system are arranged into groups, called genera, as a function of the co-occurrence characteristics of these phrases in the documents of the collection. An on-line display system, similar to those previously discussed, is then used to add to the original queries associated phrases located in the same genus as those originally used. Documents containing phrases also included in the search requests are then retrieved in answer to the queries. Based on the retrieval evaluation work with the SMART system [84], it is likely that much simpler document analysis methods, not based on syntax, would work at least equally well.
Such a conclusion may be confirmed by a somewhat related experiment by Melton in which an attempt was made to compare the effectiveness for retrieval purposes of syntactic phrases with that of unstructured content words included in documents and search requests [85]. The results of that particular study are difficult to interpret, because the relevance judgments used in the evaluation study were based on document representations which were different from those used in the search operation, and also because retrieval criterion apparently considered the presence of only a single matching phrase in both document and search request to be sufficient for retrieval. The Melton study does, however, appear to confirm the previously published results of the SMART work which indicate that syntactic phrases derived from document sentences represent an indexing tool which is normally too specific for document retrieval purposes [86].

The reasons for this unexpected result may be both with the relatively inadequate syntactic tools presently used in a sentence-by-sentence mode for purposes of content analysis, and also with the availability of rather refined statistical and dictionary analysis procedures, which in the aggregate seem to outperform the syntactic processes in a document retrieval environment.

A number of studies have been initiated recently with the intention of upgrading the retrieval performance obtainable with syntactic phrase matching methods by using more refined syntactic analysis procedures, rather than by replacing the syntax with alternative statistical processes. The well-known Syntol work is a case in point, where a dictionary of syntactic templates (grilles syntaxiques) is used to characterize a text by an abstract graph whose nodes represent unambiguous Syntol concepts, and whose branches represent specified relations between corresponding pairs of concepts [87, 88, 89, 90].
A great deal of work is devoted at present to programs designed to carry out an automatic one construction of the graphs, as well as a complete dis-ambiguation of all its components. No evaluation data are, however, available which could be used to compare the effectiveness of this type of analysis with other alternative procedures.

Another recent effort in a similar direction is based on a syntactic analysis process known as string analysis which produces phrases similar to those illustrated in Fig. 6 for the document previously used as an example in Fig. 5 [91,92,93]. The output in Fig. 6 can be read by successively replacing the numbers on the right side of the expressions by their definitions on the left. Thus, the phrase "each specialized center" is correctly analyzed by the string analysis of Fig. 6 as follows:

(from 4 center or 5)
(from (each specialized) center or 5)
(from (each specialized) center or through 6 center)
(from (each specialized) center or through (the AF materials) center).

The string analysis retrieval system is again based on a matching of phrases contained in documents and search requests. It also uses, during the analysis, a semantic dictionary containing synonyms, a variety of term relations, definitions, tables of data, and specifications for various types of operators. Since the proposed retrieval system is not implemented, its effectiveness cannot be assessed. The precision is likely to be high, because few erroneous phrases will normally be generated. On the other hand, the recall may be low, compared with that obtainable by other less powerful analysis methods.

One other recent study deals with the automatic generation of phrases for purposes of content identification [94]. Jones and Giuliano use mostly statistical criteria for selecting the so-called "content bearing units", including co-occurrence statistics for the various components of a phrase,
as well as individual relative and absolute frequency statistics of the components. The statistical model is then supplemented by a minimum of grammatical information consisting of probability coefficients for the syntactic class of each component of a phrase.

The techniques for choosing the content bearing units is interesting, and it is claimed that it leads to high precision searches. However, since only 25 to 45 percent of the actually valid word pairs are said to be selected, the method may again suffer from a low recall performance. In any case, like the other previously described systems, the process using content bearing units also remains to be tested in a retrieval environment.

5. Statistical Processing for Document Retrieval

Statistical procedures, based partly on word frequency characteristics, and partly on co-occurrence criterion between words in sentences, or paragraphs, or complete documents, have been used for over a decade for text analysis purposes. Within the past year, statistical methods have thus been incorporated into systems for the automatic recognition of proper names [95], for the proper segmentation of sentences [96], for the study of English affixes [97], for the analysis of style in written texts [98], and for the automatic identification of synonyms and antonyms [34].

A statistical technique which in recent years has become almost universal for a variety of applications is that of computing statistical associations of a given set of entities. Typically, each item originally available may be specified by a given property set; by comparing the property sets for each pair of items, it becomes possible to obtain an association coefficient between the corresponding items, based on the similarity of their property sets. Items whose association coefficient is sufficiently high are then taken to be associated or related.
Associative procedures are used to expand the term vectors of individual documents by adding new associated terms to the ones originally available. They can also serve to expand document groups by adding to each given group new documents, found to be associated with the original one. In dictionary construction or utilization, associated terms can be added to the originally available dictionary classes so as to provide an expanded vocabulary.

Associative techniques are also important in automatic systems designed to identify text words likely to be useful as content indicators [99,100,101]. In the well-known experiment by Dennis [102], the ratio of raw occurrences of a word to the reciprocal of the coefficient of variation of its within document frequency is used as a means to identify content words (if the latter coefficient is large, the assumption is that a content word has been identified). The original content words together with significantly associated words are then used as index terms for the identification of documents, and for search purposes. Dennis finds that the addition of associate terms significantly improves search effectiveness.

A variety of association coefficients have been proposed in the literature [103]. Ultimately, they all use co-occurrence characteristics as an indication of significant association. That is, if two terms co-occur sufficiently often in the sentences of a document, or in the documents of a collection, or if two documents are identified by a sufficient number of joint content indicators, the corresponding items are assumed to be associated and are included in the same class.

In the associative retrieval model proposed by Giuliano and Jones, the additional assumption is made that documents and index terms are linearly related [104,105]. Furthermore, the thought is expressed that first order
associations between words represent so-called "contiguity" relations, whereas second order associations, corresponding to items which have similar contexts, represent synonymy relations. Recent evaluation results for such associative retrieval systems suggest that the associated terms do, in fact, improve retrieval effectiveness, compared with systems which use only raw words originally present in documents [106]. However, well constructed thesauruses appear to provide better language normalization than the statistically determined term associations; furthermore, the conjectures concerning the role of associated terms as items denoting synonymy or contiguity appear not to be borne out in practice [106].

Experiments using term associations and term profiles as a means for expanding queries or document identifications may be expected to continue for some time to come, particularly in view of the increasing use of interactive techniques for retrieval purposes [107,108].

One of the most interesting new developments in the area of statistical language analysis has recently taken place in the area of automatic classification using clustering or clumping techniques [109,110,111]. Such programs normally start with a matrix of order $n^2$ giving the association measure for each possible pair of $n$ available items. Potential clumps are formed by matching each item against each other, and items are then shifted from one clump to another until such time as the "cohesion" of the clumps can no longer increase.

The clumping procedure is normally impossible to carry out for all but the smallest data sets because the $n^2$ process which results from matching each item with each other becomes exorbitantly time-consuming. A new procedure proposed recently replaces the $n^2$ process by one of order $n \log n$ which promises to be more manageable [112,113]. This new clustering
procedure starts with an attribute list for each item to be clustered, from which are constructed group profiles for groups of items initially assigned arbitrarily. Items are then shifted from one group to another until equilibrium is attained. The procedure is guaranteed to converge under certain circumstances [113], but has not apparently been used under operational conditions.

6. Language Processing Systems

In the available space, it is not possible to provide more than a cursory view of the present state of operational automatic text processing systems. Because of the impact of the ALPAC report already referred to [51,114], practical work in fully-automatic machine translation seems more or less at a standstill. Instead, the machine translation work consists of theoretical investigations [115,116], or alternatively, of experiments in machine-aided translation in which an exhaustive analysis system is replaced by the presence of a human intermediary [117]. Some work is also being done on the evaluation of the accuracy and effectiveness of various translation systems [118].

Interest continues to grow in automatic systems for the selective dissemination of information (SDI) which are designed to bring to the users' attention, citations to the literature believed to be of interest to each recipient [119,120,121]. Such services compare stored profiles describing user interests with stored document identifications in order to match available documents with potential recipients. The designers of such systems claim high precision performance, but the recall figure is not normally given (relevant items might be included in the file which are never distributed to users who would, in fact, find them of interest); furthermore, SDI systems
suffer from the fact that some users may not necessarily want to receive
the notifications which are automatically provided by the system, even
though the corresponding items may, in fact, be perfectly relevant.

On-line document retrieval systems using man-machine communication
to help in the retrieval activities were mentioned earlier. Some of these
experimental systems are well known and have been extensively described in
the literature [122,123,124]. Others are presently under construction such
as a proposed on-line system at the University of Pennsylvania [125,126,127,
128]. User interaction is also used in the SMART system in conjunction with
iterative search methods which allow the user to furnish information about
previous search results in an attempt to improve performance in subsequent
search iterations [129,130].

Finally, a variety of experimental question-answering systems are
in operation, including one in which syntax and semantics are interwoven in
an interesting way [131], one able to make inferences and to answer questions
about simple pictures [132], and one which incorporates an on-line learning
system designed to make the user aware of the available data bases and of
the various facilities which may be called upon during the retrieval activi-
ties [133,134].

For practical purposes, it may be expected that for some time to
come, most question-answering systems will deal with strictly circumscribed
data bases expressed in a substantially unambiguous formal language; an
example of such a system with a practical orientation is the system by Levisen
and Karon based on a store of triplets of the form "entity 1 – relation j –
entity k", expressing a specified relational type between a given pair of
entities [135]. The general critique of question-answering systems by Kasher
[136] may be used as an introduction to the field which may still have
validity today.
Most investigators are aware of the increasing need for an evaluation of automatic text processing systems so that the proper understanding may be gained before such systems are implemented under operational conditions. In fact, a great deal of effort is being devoted to various evaluation experiments. Several projects are engaged in a comparison of a variety of different automatic text processing methods [84,137]. Others base their evaluation on cost criteria [138], and others still are setting up large test environments under controlled conditions [139,140,141,142].

It is easy to find, in the literature, opinions of various sorts expressing misgivings about the effectiveness of automatic language processing techniques; a typical example may be the recent statement by Sharp that "it is disappointing that the early and ingenious ideas of H. P. Luhn for matching terms against text on a purely statistical basis have proved to be abortive". [11].

While a complete evaluation of all automatic text processing work remains to be done, it is already clear that many of the negative statements cannot be supported by experimental evidence without qualifications. Obviously, among the many possible techniques, not all prove equally effective for all applications. What proves useful in document retrieval may not avail in machine translation, and what helps the user interested in high precision may not do for the customer who needs high recall. As more experience is gained with automatic language processing techniques, it may eventually be possible to use exactly the right degree of sophistication necessary to provide effective output in each particular environment. In any case, one may expect that increasing use will be made of refined statistical and syntactic analysis procedures, and that the semantic analysis will increasingly be carried out in an interactive mode with the help of the user. It is hoped that the present study may serve as a preview of things yet to come in the language processing area.
Phrase Marker (Surface Structure)

Fig. 1

Sample Deep Structure

Fig. 2

Model of Question-Answering System

Fig. 3
1. (G1: FLIGHT ((1)) and (2) = fly) and
2. (G3: (1) = from and PLACE ((2))) and
3. (G3: (1) = to and PLACE ((2)))

$\Rightarrow$ CONNECT (1-1, 2-2, 3-2)

a) Typical Semantic Rule

```
S
   /\  \
  NP  VP
   /  \
  (1)  V
       /\  \
      PP  NP
      /  \
     (1) (2)
```

b) Tree Fragments Used for Semantic Rule of part (a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AA-57 flies</th>
<th>from Boston</th>
<th>to Chicago</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>matches first</td>
<td>matches first</td>
<td>matches second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application of</td>
<td>application of</td>
<td>application of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree G1</td>
<td>tree G3</td>
<td>tree G3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c) Sample Input Sentence Corresponding to Semantic Rule of part (a)

Semantic Interpretation in System by Woods

Fig. 4
D12 Title: NP(The A materials A information A network N)NP

NP(The A elements N)NP PS(of P NP a A network N NP)PS PS(of P NP information A centers N NP)PS are V described V.

NP(The A various A files N)NP and Cl NP(retrieval A procedures N)NP PS(at P NP each A data A center N NP)PS are V outlined V.

NP(Information N)NP can V be V retrieved V directly B PS from P NP(each N)NP specialized VD NP(center N)NP or Cl NP(through N)NP NP(the A Air-Force A materials A information A center N)NP.

Output of Hillman's Syntactic Analyzer for Document D12

Fig. 5

D12. Title:

0. noun = 1 network
1. art adj = the materials information
2. sentence = 7
7. assertion = 1 elements 3 are 2
1. art = the
2. passive = described
3. prep = of 4 network 5
4. art = a
5. prep = of 6 centers
6. adj = information

0. sentence = 7
1. sentence = 7
7. assertion = 1 files and 2 are 3
1. art adj = the various
2. noun = 4 procedures 5
4. adj = retrieval
5. prep = at 6 center
6. adj = each data
3. passive = outlined

0. sentence = 7
7. assertion = information can be 1
1. passive = retrieved 2 3
2. adv = directly
3. prep = from 4 center or 5
4. adj = each specialized
5. prep = through 6 center
6. art adj = the Air Force materials information

String Analysis Output for Document D12 of Fig. 5

Fig. 6
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